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Welcome to the 2018-2019 school year!  Our goal is to help build your school community 

through staff appreciation, team building, and morale… and make it as easy on you as possible.   

Through this membership, we provide you with over a dozen activities and boosts throughout 

the year, all of which have been tested, proven, and enhanced by our 1400 school members.   

These activities are all original and created by our team with more than 15 years team building 

experience. These days, the more we’re connected online, the less we’re connected in real life.  

Thus our style is to simplify, use humor, and create environments where staff can remember 

how to connect on a personal level.   

Here are some things to always keep in mind: 

1. We want you to take the credit.  Let the staff think you’re the creative leader behind all 

these great activities, it’s fine with us.   

2. When considering morale, timing can be very important.  We’ve structured your 

activities around the typical school calendar, but you have flexibility on specific dates or 

even postponing. 

3. Our goal is to give you the quickest and easiest materials, not try to complicate things 

with apps or technology.  If giving you a 2-page printout of instructions is the easiest 

solution, that’s what we do.  The material and activities have been thought out and 

refined by our team and other school members to make sure you’ll get good results, and 

that’s where the value lies.  Besides, if we want you to take the credit, and then we 

make all the activities have professionally designed posters and downloadable apps… 

who is going to believe that??! 

4. Our membership format is what allows us to keep your cost so low, but it doesn’t mean 

we’re not here to help you individually or don’t want to hear your feedback.  In fact, 

feedback from our members is the best way for your boosts to evolve and get better for 

all schools, so please speak up with your questions, suggestions, or comments on what 

worked. 

If you ever have any issues or questions, please don’t hesitate to call or email Johanna at 209-

890-TEAM or johanna@smartteambuilding.com. 

  

mailto:johanna@smartteambuilding.com
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Back to School FLEX Packet 

 

We’ve listened to principals, and know that at the start of the year, schedules change in an 

instant. Big events with announcements and lead-up emails are simply too risky.  If you make 

an announcement on Monday for an activity coming up in two days, by the time Wednesday 

rolls around, schedules have rearranged, and everything falls flat.  With the days so busy, you 

need activities that are quick, flexible, and effective.  You’ll have a big morale and team building 

activity planned next for October once things settle down a bit. 

What’s included: 

1. SEECRETS: A 10-minute activity for welcoming new staff during a meeting.  

2. Family Meal Time: Perfect for work days when students aren’t there.  You can use it 

now, or wait a few months to pull it out. 

3. 14 Day Challenge: We’re often asked if we have any goal setting activities, so we’ve 

provided this one that keeps everyone communicating for 2 weeks. 

4. Off to the Races: Consider it “Gorilla Team Building.”  No meeting, no announcements, 

just organic staff fun. 

5. The Newlywed Game: Quick, easy, 10 minutes of fun before or during a meeting. 

6. Time for a Prize: An idea based on the research from Yale’s Caplab which you can use 

for prizes or as on ongoing program. 

A few notes: 

• Don’t feel like you have to fit all of these in right away.  Pick out your favorites for now 

and hang on to the others to use later on in the year.   

 

• We want you to take the credit for these boosts, not us.  Everything works much better 

if you don’t advertise that you are using a “team building” service.  And thus, you’ll 

notice we try to keep things simple and not too over-produce the activities. 

• Use these boosts as a starting point. Customize.  Make them your own.  Each school is 

different, make changes where you see fit.   

• Many of our boosts involve games and contests, which by their nature require some 

kind of prize.  Do not feel overwhelmed by this.  Remember, these are small games and 

only require small prizes.  We’ve provided you one idea with “Time for a Prize,” but 

check out our online school prize forum for members to share suggestions, and if you 

have ideas, please add to it: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hFRywULpPGfwNqKYxgDB4q3qTIBschFJrxgaT

r6O_4s/edit#gid=0   

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hFRywULpPGfwNqKYxgDB4q3qTIBschFJrxgaTr6O_4s/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hFRywULpPGfwNqKYxgDB4q3qTIBschFJrxgaTr6O_4s/edit#gid=0
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Seeeecrets 

 

When to use:  You can add this activity to any staff meeting.  It should take about 10 minutes, though it 

can run longer if everyone is having fun and you get on a roll.   

Goals: Community building.  Welcoming new staff.   

Overview:  In this activity, people will share tips and secrets they’ve learned about the school.  It’s a 

good way to make the new staff feel welcome, and a good outlet for the senior staff to share their 

knowledge.  We’ve had schools tell us that they loved this activity so much, they made it a permanent 

part of every meeting and some turned it into a recurring section of their school newsletter.  It’s quick, 

funny, and effective for building your school family. 

Preparation: Before you begin, download the Seeecrets audio clip from our website using the member 

link where you got this packet. The repetitiveness of using this clip is what seems to make the whole 

thing so entertaining, so don’t be afraid to turn it up loud.  During this game, the phrase you’ll say over 

and over again is your school name followed immediately by playing the sound clip. Example: “This 

game is called Northside Elementary (hit play).”  Thus it will sound like “… is called Northside Elementary 

SEEEECRETS.” 

Next, copy the text below and email it to all the staff the morning before the meeting (or afternoon if 

it’s an early morning meeting the next day). And of course, feel free to edit/replace the examples we’ve 

used. 

Hello All, 

I want to give everyone a heads up about an activity I have planned for later so that you can start 

thinking about it. 

I want everyone to think of tips you can share about our school.  These could be some inside pieces of 

advice that would be helpful if you were showing a new staff member the ropes, or deep secrets that 

would be helpful even to the most senior staff.  Here are the type of examples I’m thinking about: 

• “FYI, we’ve named our copy machine Bob Marley, because it is always jammin’! But if it does 

jam, the secret is it’s because the back leg is not level. Put some folded paper under it to level 

it and you’ll be fine.” 

• “The art teacher, Mrs. Jones, is a huge Pittsburg Steelers fan. If you need extra art supplies, 

wait until a Monday after a big win to ask her. She’ll be in such a good mood, she will give you 

anything. That’s how I got all the paint for my room’s mural last year…” 

I’d love for you to come up with some really fantastic, creative tips, and even some humorous ones 

too, which will also be funny for this activity. We’re going to be looking for the most helpful tip and 

also the funniest one.  You don’t need to email them to me, just start thinking about them. We’re 

going to turn this into a little contest at our meeting. 

Thank you! 
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Activity:  You’ll need a judging panel of 2 to 6 people.  Ideally, you’ll have a few new staff members who 

you can ask to sit as judges as well as one or two senior staff like an Assistant Principal.  At the 

beginning, select the judges and ask them to all come to the front and sit together. 

Once the judges are in place: 

“Alright everyone, we are going to play a game I’m calling, School Name (Hit Play on Audio Clip) 

(Again, this should sound like “…a game I’m calling, Northside Elementary SEEEECRETS.”) 

Earlier, I sent an email asking everyone to think of tips about our school.  Little secrets that might be 

helpful if you were welcoming someone new, or even deep secrets that would be helpful for all of us.  

Up front is our judging panel.  If you have a secret or tip you would like to share, please come forward 

at this time and form a line.  We will say our tips one at a time, and at the end, the judges will tell us 

who had the best tip, and who had the funniest, and I will provide a prize for each of those people 

who shared those tips.  One for the best, and one for the funniest.” 

Once the line is formed you can get things started with a secret tip of your own if you would like.   

The way this game works is that each time before someone says their secret tip, you say the name of 

your school and hit the audio clip.  Remember, it’s the repetitiveness of this audio clip that seems to 

make people laugh.  Example: Right before the first person goes, you say, “Here is the first of our 

Northside Elementary (hit audio clip),” then they say their tip.  Then repeat for the second person, and 

so on. 

The judges don’t need to keep official score.  They just need to come to a consensus about who had the 

best and who had the funniest. 

Suggested Prize: The prize is up to you, but our suggestion for this one is that you provide lunch for the 

winners the next day.  You could also invite any new staff members to join in too and have a little lunch 

with them and the winners.  
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Family Meal Time 

 

When to use:  This is a good activity during a teacher workday when teachers are working but the 

students are off.  You can use it around the start of the year or wait and use it during any in service day 

later on.  If it’s a hit, you can repeat it throughout the year mixing up the groups.  And other than 

initiating it and sending out the email a few days before, and perhaps providing some paper plates and 

cups, there is almost no work on your part! 

Goals: Cross-grade communication and community building. 

Overview: There is something almost primal about sharing food with others.  It opens us up and brings 

us together like nothing else.  This is an opportunity for one grade to share their favorite recipes with 

another grade and then engage in conversation.  There’s nothing complex or complicated, but these are 

the types of things communities and families do to stay in touch. 

Preparation: Copy the text below into an email, edit it however you would like, and send it out a few 

days beforehand.  Feel free change up the groups from the example below to mix grades however you 

wish, though we recommend keeping the groups relatively small, 8 to 12 people.  You can even include 

support staff in this too.  

Hello All, 

We have teacher work day coming up and I thought it would be a nice chance for us to use the lunch 

break to socialize and mix things up.  I’m not trying to do too much, just organize a little and then let 

you all take it from there. 

Here’s the idea: We’ll pair up different grade levels and everyone will have their own mini-potluck 

lunch together with another grade level.  You’ll get a full hour for this and can even go longer if you’re 

having a good time.  I know it would be easier for us to not do this, for everyone to just eat at their 

own desks and catch up on Instagram and Pinterest by themselves, but consider this our school 

family’s version of making us all put down our phones and enjoy a family meal together. 

Here are the groups: 

Grades 1 & 5 will be together 

Grades 2 & 4 will be together 

Grades 3 & 6 will be together 

Admin & Lunch staff will be together 

You’re free to organize this further among your own group if you wish, but to keep things simple, I 

suggest that you don’t worry about who’s bringing a main dish, who’s bringing a side dish, etc… Just 

everyone simply bring a lunch, perhaps just a little bigger than normal, but that can easily be divided 

and shared.  I’ll provide the paper plates and forks.  You’re free to bring whatever you wish, but if you 

have time and can manage it, I would encourage you to share one of your specialties or family 

favorites.  I mean, if you’re having a potluck, why not show off some kitchen skills, right?   
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That’s it.  I’ll send another email the day before as a reminder.  Thanks, everyone! 

Then the day before your scheduled potlucks, send out this email.  Be sure to edit it to your situation, 

especially the time and location details. 

Hello All, 

This is just a reminder about tomorrow’s grade level mix-up lunch potlucks.  Be sure to bring a 

shareable lunch; family specialties or favorites are encouraged.  It will be interesting to see the 

different styles of each group.  I’m considering walking around and taking quick videos of each’s group 

and what they brought. The lunches will start at 11AM.  Here are the groups again and the location 

details: 

Grades 1 & 5 will be together in Mr. Jones’ room. 

Grades 2 & 4 will be together in Mrs. Johnson’s room. 

Grades 3 & 6 will be together in Ms. Smith’s room. 

Admin & Lunch staff will be together in the cafeteria. 

Everyone bring their own drinks and I’ll provide some paper plates and forks to make the sharing 

easier.   

That’s it.  Hopefully we’ll all have some good lunches and nice treats tomorrow. Thanks, everyone! 

 

Potluck conversation sheets:   

At the start of the potlucks, print out copies of the discussion questions below and give them to one 

person from each group.  Try to choose someone who is a good leader. You can maybe do this and hand 

out paper plates and forks at the same time.  Ask this person to go through and read these questions 

aloud during the potluck.  Most of them are just fun questions, but there are also some where they can 

discuss real issues and maybe even come up with some good ideas.  Then you can collect these sheets 

afterwards and share the fun answers, which also helps further the team community. 

Afterwards, collect the sheets and you can send out this email: 

Hello All, 

I hope everyone enjoyed their “family meal time” this afternoon.  Some of the food around here 

smelled absolutely amazing.  I’ve collected the sheets and want to share some of your responses: 

1. Televisions shows that are worth watching a whole season in 1 weekend: 

2. Fantastic book recommendations: 

3. Gadgets we should all consider trying: 

4. Some wishes for the school: 

(You can use this space here to enter any other information from the sheets.  Perhaps there was a pilot 

program suggestion that you will actually consider.  Or maybe they communicated a way for the 

admin to help them further that you wish to accommodate.) 
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If you all enjoyed doing this, let me know and we can do it again maybe with different groups.  

Thanks, everyone! 



 

Potluck Conversation Sheet 
As you enjoy your meal, please read aloud these numbered instructions with your group, 

completing any directions and filling in any blanks and answers.  Afterwards, please return 

this filled out sheet.  

1. If anyone in your group brought a dish with nuts as an ingredient, that’s worth 5 points.  

Put a 5 at the top of this page. 

2. As a group, discuss and then decide on ONE: What ONE television show is worthy of 

sitting and watching an entire season in one weekend? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. As a group, discuss and then decide on up to TWO: If someone asked you for a fantastic 

book recommendation, what you would suggest? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. As a group, discuss and then decide on ONE: What new product, gadget, app, or service, 

that came out in the last year or so would you recommend everyone needs to try? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. I put your groups together for this potluck because, though we’re all at the same school, 

your groups have different environments and face different challenges.  Take a minute 

to discuss the following: 

a. Are there any tips, tricks, or advice you think might be helpful for the other 

group? 

b. Is there anything the other group could potentially do to help your group? 

6. As a group, discuss and then decide on ONE: If you all could have one wish for the 

school this year, what would it be (other than, of course, for all the children of the 

school to join hands and sing together in the spirit of harmony and peace)? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. If there was one thing the administration could do to help you all better, it would be to: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

8. If you have a 5 at the top of this sheet trying to keep track of some kind of “points,” well 

that’s just nuts! 

9. One good way to implement change is to let smaller groups try things out first.  If your 

lunch group could start a pilot program here at this school, what would you want to do? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Off to the Races 

 

When to use:  Absolutely anytime you just want to stir things up.   

Goals: Community building.  Organic fun.   

Overview:  Consider this informal team building.  No meetings.  No reading from sheets of paper.  You 

ignite the flame and stoke the fire with the first simple comment, but then everyone else will join in the 

fun and watch it grow.  The idea is to create a simple event that will generate talk, laughter, and fun all 

on its own.   

Reviews: “I thought you might enjoy seeing what we were up to yesterday here at Harbor 

View!   Soooooo much fun and enthusiasm.  The timing for this boost could not have played out any 

better than it did for me.  I ended up bike riding this summer to burn off stress so I was able to tie my 

new exercise routine into this amazing activity.  Thank you, thank you, thank you!”--Lara Latto, Principal, 

Harbor View Elementary 

Click here for pictures and video of their event to get an idea of what you’ll be going for: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xcv84QFyvJNrbr7I8EumjtSAvunezvuc  

Preparation: Our suggestion for this is an old fashion bike race between two staff members, because we 

think it just works well, though you can change the manner of competition if you so desire.  Try to think 

of two people on staff who might make for a good race, perhaps two of your more athletic people, or 

just two people who are outgoing and funny competitors.  One reason that a bike race seems to work so 

well is that even if one person is somewhat more athletic than the other, then the other person could 

get to use a better/faster bike or have a head start, which ends up giving everyone more to think and 

talk about during the lead-up to the race.  The other reason we like a bike race is that it somehow 

harkens back to simpler times.  Like we’ve said, the more we all are connected online, the more we 

appreciate keeping things simple to connect in real life. 

The Instigation: First, plant the seed.  Seek out someone, or a small group, that is also not afraid to stir 

the pot and have a good time, and then begin your instigation during informal conversation: “Hey, let 

me ask you all a question, and I need everyone to take this seriously because it’s been weighing on my 

mind… OK, who do you think would win a bike race: Mr. Jones or Mr. Powers? One lap around the 

school?  Mr. Jones has a better bike, but Mr. Powers is younger and probably has more endurance…” 

And just that simple, you have ignited a fire.  Sure, you might have to stoke it a little more with, “But 

what if Mr. Powers had a 20 yard head start?  Or what if it was two laps around the track, because I then 

Mr. Jones would tire out.”  Whatever you come up with, all you need to do is make it compelling and 

have fun.  And if it doesn’t spark debate with that first person or group, try it again with a different 

group.  The goal is just to have enough debate that you end with, “Well, I guess there’s just one way to 

find out, let’s go ask them if they want to race.”  

With any luck, you and the gang will go ask the participants if they think they can win, friendly smack 

talk with ensue, and you’ll have yourself a race.  Where, when, how long… these are all topics for 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xcv84QFyvJNrbr7I8EumjtSAvunezvuc
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discussion.  We recommend trying to get it done fairly quickly, within the next day or two, though not 

right away because you need time to prepare the buildup. 

The Buildup:  Now’s the time to generate some excitement.  Our goal is to get a big crowd out to watch 

the race, with fans on each side, and everyone irrationally cheering and jumping up and down as two 

adults race their bicycles head to head.   

You’ll want to spread the word and recruit some people to join in the fun.  Here are some ideas to get 

you started: 

• (Perhaps to the art teacher or someone crafty) “Did you hear that Mr. Jones and Mr. Powers are 

racing each other on bikes tomorrow after school?  Yeah, so do you think you could create a 

championship belt out of cardboard and foil, and we’ll present it to the winner?” 

• (Perhaps to someone good at creative writing, or even a student) “Mr. Jones and Mr. Powers are 

racing each other tomorrow afternoon.  I would like for you to go interview both of them and 

then write up a quick article in an email about the race and send it to me.  You know, get quotes 

from them, how they are going to prepare, if they are worried, all of that.  Title the article, “Race 

of the Century,” and then we’ll send it out to everyone!” 

• “Hey, we need an announcer for tomorrow’s big race, would you mind doing that for us?  

Maybe you can find a bullhorn or microphone, or you can just wing it.  You can interview both of 

them before the race and really get everyone pumped, and then call the race and who’s in the 

lead and everything.” 

• “Would you mind being the official starter for tomorrow’s big race?  You know, grab a scarf or 

flag and stand out in front of them with it in the air and then drop it to signal the start?” 

• “Can you be in charge of music before the race tomorrow?  I’m thinking maybe Eye of the Tiger 

or Bicycle by Queen?” 

And you can also get things rolling with emails.  Here’s one to get you started: 

 Hello Everyone, 

About once every 50 years there comes a sporting event so incredible, so spectacular, so 

monumental, that it defines a generation.  Frazier-Ali, Jesse Owens taking gold in Germany, 

Secretariat winning the Triple Crown.  Attendants who see it in person never forget, and those 

who don’t see it in person… always claim they did. 

In that same vein with all the great sporting events of the past, we now bring you… Jones VS 

Powers, a Bicycle Race for the Aged… I Mean Ages.   

Where: The school track 

When: Tomorrow after school. 3:25 PM 

What: 1 lap, winner takes all. 

Why: Because it must. 

The champion will be awarded a championship belt created by Mrs. Davis, and potentially 

carried off the track on our shoulders as we sing, shout, and dance.   
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Mr. Davies will be announcing.   

Ms. Holly will be getting us all pumped with music during the pre-race.   

We have several of our 4th graders who have prepared a cheer. 

Fans should start lining the track at 3:15.  Signs, horns, cowbells, and outside food and drink… 

all encouraged! 

There is talk of an after party at Rocco’s Italian Restaurante for all who wish to attend.  

Autographs and selfies with the racers can happen at that time. 

And that’s all there is to it.  Again, this is an activity that we hope takes on a life of its own.  With any 

luck, you’ll have people making signs, t-shirts, and chants.  And even though this isn’t an official event, 

and maybe not everyone attends, it’s still another brick in the wall of your school community. 

* This should go without saying, but do make sure everything is safe.  Do not pressure the participants 

if they decline, and let them know early on that you can get someone else if they feel uncomfortable 

for any reason.  Make sure the race route is safe.  Make sure they wear helmets if that is required, 

etc… 
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14-Day Challenge 

 

When to use:  You can add this activity to any staff meeting.  It should take about 10 minutes.   

Goals: Ignite and motivate a jumpstart on short-term goals.  Support the close bonds between group 

members. 

Overview: This is based upon the research that people are more willing to produce, and have more 

willpower for goals, when it benefits others rather than themselves. 

Preparation: Print out the “14-Day Challenge Sheet” on the next page and make enough copies so you’ll 

have one for each group. 

Optional: You might want to use this if you have a situation where you need the entire staff to complete 

some kind of task, such as they all need to have specific paperwork filled out and returned and you want 

to encourage them to get it done.  If so, you can add that as a requirement, in addition to the goals, for 

each team to win. 

Activity:   

“Before we begin, let me ask a few questions: How many of you have a junk drawer or closet at home 

that you’ve put off cleaning out for over two years? You can pause to see a show of hands. And if you 

get some to raise their hands, you could follow up with, “Ok.  Now keep your hand up if that junk 

drawer or closet should more accurately be described as a junk ROOM or BUILDING or EAST WING?”  If 

you get a couple with their hands still up, you could ask them to describe it and maybe even see who 

has the biggest “junk room.”  Then continue… Ok, well how many of you have had a personal goal 

you’ve been putting off, like cleaning that junk drawer or room, or starting to write a novel, or 

shedding a few pounds, or calling a friend you haven’t talked to in a years, or volunteering?   I was 

thinking about this and I want to take a few minutes and do a game that might help jump start us on 

some of the things we’ve been putting off.  Let’s all break into groups of 3’s and you may group up 

with anyone you like. (A group of 4 or 2 is fine if there are extra people.  And you can include yourself in 

a group too.)  Handout a copy to each group as they form up.   

I want us all to take a few minutes and think about some short-term challenges or goals that you can 

personally accomplish within the next two weeks.  We’re all going to put down one personal 

challenge and one work/school related challenge. 

An example of a personal one might be that you want to finally clean out that junk closet, or that you 

would like to start jogging and build to 2 miles, or that you want to start and write the first chapter of 

that novel you’ve always wanted to complete. 

An example of a work related challenge might be (feel free to think of your own examples which might 

be better for your particular school) I want to have all my plans done through November, or I want to 

meet and have a meaningful conversation with 5 of my coworkers who I don’t know very well, or I 

want to update my teacher’s webpage. 
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We’re going to make a game out of this, so use this as an opportunity to set some good challenges to 

really give yourself a solid jump on the year.  Remember, make sure these are things you can 

accomplish within two weeks. 

Everyone go ahead and take a few minutes to think and come up with your own challenges, and have 

everyone in your group write theirs down on the paper too.  Then I’ll reveal to you what we’re going 

to do with them.  Go ahead and think and write them down now. (After a few minutes, you might want 

share with everyone what you put down for your challenges) 

(Once everyone has thought of their challenge, collect the sheets, and then proceed.)  

Alright, now that I have everyone’s challenge, here’s how this is going to work.  To win, you are now 

dependent on not only completing your challenge, but making sure the others in your group are 

successful with theirs too.  For any group that accomplishes all 6 of their challenges, not only will you 

impress me… but I also have a fantastic mystery reward that I’ve decided I will give to everyone in 

your group. (If you can think of a prize that you know everyone will want, it works well to go ahead and 

tell them what it is. If not, leave it as a mystery prize.)  So two weeks from today, I am going to ask for 

your results. If your group completed all 6 challenges, you’ll all be rewarded together, but if you 

haven’t completed all 6…  well, you get nothing.  Absolutely nothing.           Just... nothing.  Are there 

any questions? Ok.  Good luck everyone!” 

PRIZE NOTE: Remember how we said research shows people are more willing to follow through and 

sacrifice for others, rather than themselves?  If you have the means, instead of a prize for the team, 

consider making it a prize for a charity.  Example: “For every team that completes all 6 challenges, the 

admin team and I are going to donate $15 dollars to NoKidHungry.org… plus we also have a small prize 

just for the team too.” 

 

14-Day Challenge Follow-Up Emails 

Here’s an email you can copy and send to the staff after one week as a reminder: 

Hi All, 

Here we are - halfway through the 14 day challenge! (If you would like, give a brief, positive update on 

one of your own goals, "One of my goals was to exercise 4 times a week... WOW do my legs hurt, but so 

far I'm on track!" to demonstrate that we're all in this together) If you haven't touched base with your 

team this week, consider reaching out to see how everyone is doing. Who knows, maybe there are 

ways you can assist with each other's goals that can help you all get the prize in the end.  

Good luck on your challenge, and keep up the great work I've seen so far! 

 

Here’s an email you can copy and send to the staff to culminate the 14-day Jump Start Challenge: 

Hello All! 
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Whew! It has been two weeks.  Any team that has completed all of their 14-day Challenges can come 

by the office and claim their rewards.  Remember, this is for teams where everyone completed both 

their personal AND school goals.  I hope to see you all and hear about how your challenges went! 

Thanks! 

 

Team Prize Suggestion: This one can be tough, because you want it to be good as a reward for two 

weeks of hard work, but it also needs to be something you can manage if nearly all the staff is 

successful.  If possible, consider asking for donations from a local theater for some movie passes, or 

thinking of whatever special “school pass” is feasible for you school.  Perhaps bus duty pass, watching 

their class during recess, give them their birthday off (if feasible), etc… 



 

14-Day Challenge 

Use the spaces below for everyone in your group to write down one personal 

challenge, and one professional/work/school related challenge. 

 

Team Name (Optional)_______________________ 

 

Name:____________________________________________ 

Personal 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work/School 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name:____________________________________________ 

Personal 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work/School 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name:____________________________________________ 

Personal 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Work/School 

Challenge:_____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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The Newlywed Game 

 

When to use:  This should take about 10 minutes at the start of any meeting.  You can use it to loosen 

things up and get people talking.   

Goals: Simple family fun and laughter.   

Overview:  Just like the old-time game show, you’ll ask participants questions while their teammate is in 

a different room.  Then you bring them back in and see if their answers match up. 

Preparation: Place 3 chairs at the front of the room.  You’ll also want something for them to write down 

answers.  

To begin, you’ll want to find 3 teams, each consisting of two best friends.  Call on someone, ask them 

who is one of their best friends at the school, and then have the two of them come forward.  Repeat this 

two more times until you have your 3 teams. 

Each team has one member take a seat up front, and then have the other participants taken to a 

different room where they can’t hear the questions.  

Here’s a link to The Newlywed Game theme song and logo that you can put up on the screen while 

people take their places.  It’s about a minute and a half long, but you can just play it in short snippets 

whenever you need the music: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvulxN8hY6o    

You’ll be the host and asking the questions.  If a contestant gives an unusual answer, make sure to have 

them explain.  A big part of the Newlywed Game is in the explanation of the answers and the host 

drawing out further humorous details. 

 

Round 1 

The host asks the questions and then each player says out loud their answer as well as writes it down.  

After all the questions are asked, the other participants are brought back in and take their partner’s 

seat, while the first person stands behind the chair with the answers.  5 points per correct answer. 

1. Before 8 AM, the phrase that best describes my friend is:  
A. The early bird gets the worm. 

B. The early bird can have the worm, I’ll take the coffee.  

C. The early worm can eat… I mean, the early worm… wait, what we’re we talking about?  Could 

you just come back in an hour, please?  

D. I am not an early bird or a night owl, I am some form of permanently exhausted pigeon.  

2. What would your teammate say is her most irritating habit? 
3. If your teammate could have any other job in the world, other than what they do now, who 

would they be and why? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvulxN8hY6o
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Round 2 

This works the same as round 1 but the partners are switched.  10 points per correct answer. 

 

1. My friend's eating habits can best be described as:  
A. I couldn’t possibly eat another bite. That carrot was really filling  

B. I’ll eat anything, especially if it’s deep fried or covered in chocolate 

C. I can’t pronounce most of the things I eat   

D. It’s been almost an hour since I’ve eaten so it must be snack time  

2. What would your teammate say is their most prized possession they keep here at work? 
3. My teammate is a closet _____?  

 

Round 3 

The top two teams advance to this round.  Both people stand back to back and are asked “What color 

are your teammate’s shoes?” or you can ask “What color are your teammate’s eyes?”  Prizes can be 

given to the winners. 
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Time for a prize 

 

How to use:  This is an option you can use as a prize for any of our contests, and you can also allow the 

staff to pay them forward as ongoing wellness and stress relief vouchers. 

Overview:  Yale’s Caplab studies the human mind.  Their director, Laurie Santos, teaches a class on The 

Science of Well-being.  Consider it a course on how our brains are wired, with tips and hacks on how to 

increase happiness. 

“Time for a Prize” is built upon two of the concepts from this class: 

1. Time is critical to happiness.  The need to take time for yourself, specifically away from sources 

of stress, i.e. work, is essential.  When Santos demonstrated this concept by giving her students 

a free hour instead of attending her class for a day, she was literally met with hugs and tears of 

joy. 

2. If you’re having a bad day, it is actually better to help someone else than try to help yourself.   

How often when we are having a bad day do we start to think about how we want to treat 

ourselves? We might think, “I’m going to go home and have a bowl of ice cream and forget 

about it.” But research shows that if we want to turn things around and feel better, we’re better 

off doing something for someone else than doing something for ourselves.  What’s even more 

fascinating is that you don’t actually have to do something for someone else that day, you only 

need to cognitively plan on helping someone else in the near future, and that’s where these 

ongoing tickets can really help. 

How to use as a prize for a contest: When it’s time to announce winners and prizes, say something 

along the lines of, “And now it is time for a prize.  Time for a prize.  Literally.  Time is the prize.  All our 

winners will be awarded a surprise personal hour sometime in these next two weeks.  We’ll get back to 

you with the details, but the only rule is that you have to use the hour on something you enjoy.” 

How you are able to provide the hour personal time will depend on your specific circumstances.  The 

best option is if you can find the time to cover their class or responsibilities for that hour.  Maybe ask the 

recipient at the beginning of the day what hour would be best for you to cover for them, and then you 

fill in for that hour.  If this was a team prize, it might take you a week or two to get through everyone, or 

if there are several of you on the admin team, you can all divide up the hours.  Not only will the personal 

hours be a good time, but having the admin fill in will build up goodwill. 

That’s all there is to it if you just want to use them as a prize and stop there.   

How to use the vouchers for ongoing wellness:  You might want to use this as an ongoing, behind the 

scenes, stress relief and wellness option.  Once someone has enjoyed their hour, give them Time for 

Someone Else Instructions, which explains they can give and an hour for someone else during a time 

when they can cover for them, perhaps using their planning period or lunch break.    

Suggest that they use this voucher when they see someone else really needs it.  This way, the stressed 

out person will get a nice hour break, and then when they return and also get a “pay it forward” voucher 

to use on someone else, thus they’ll get the added benefit of cognitively planning on helping others. 
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